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LIGHTING DESIGN
Andy Doig, Fabrice Kebaour
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
110 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
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CLAY PAKY at the
ASIAN GAMES
[Qatar]
In autumn 2006, Qatar hosted the biggest, richest and most celebrated
Asian Games of all times. Since 1951, this event, held every four years,
is the sporting and cultural reference for all Asian countries.
The German company Procon, through a sub-contract of the
Australian Bytecraft, designed, installed and supplied the lights inside
the superb Khalifa Stadium of Doha, which was the venue for most of
the sporting competitions, as well as the extraordinary Opening and
Closing ceremonies of the Games.
Procon chose 110 Alpha Spot HPE 1200 by Clay Paky, which
together with many other lighting projectors, were excellently used
by the Lighting Designers Andy Doig and Fabrice Kebaour for
their shows. The climatic conditions in Qatar certainly did not help
the operations: the initial torrid temperatures, followed by a month of
unexpected rain and hailstorms, very unusual for that region, severely
put the organization and equipment to test.
The “Alphas” confirmed their reliability, making an excellent contribution
to the superb production of the show despite the adverse weather

conditions. On the light engineering level, one of the fundamental
questions when operating in megastructures is that of being able to
uniformly cover all the available surface. This is one of the reasons for
using Alpha Spot HPE 1200, high performance projectors for lighting
effects, the most luminous and with the most effects on the market,
and which are particularly suitable for covering the long distances
imposed by the stage. Moreover, the Alpha Spot HPEs allow very
high quality dynamic graphic effects.
Amongst the aspects that helped make these Asian Games
memorable, there are also the many musical and cultural events that
took place continuously in the capital and in the neighbouring areas
throughout the event.
Clay Paky moving body luminaires and colour changers were used
on the four stages located along the stadium of Doha. The installation
and the lighting design were by Lumen Art, a large Lebanese rental
company, and the lighting was managed by the LD and owner of
Lumen Art Roger Bakhos.
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CLAY PAKY with
BEN HUR
[France]
Nearly 50 years after the film Ben Hur, the epic story of the Jewish
Prince has been brought back to life in France with a spectacular
show at the Stade de France over five evenings. The World Cup
stadium at the gates of Paris hosted 400 actors and extras who
recreated the naval battle, the gladiatorial combats and the famous
chariot race.
The main challenge for lighting designers Christian Bréan and
Jacques Rouveyrollis was to cover with light the over 11,000 m2
of surface area of the stadium.
They tell us: “Many technical lighting calculations had already been
made at the start, we had to visualise right from then the effect that
we wanted to achieve. We had to plan the combined action of all
the projectors, remembering that the light beam of each projector
had to cover an average distance of 80 metres”
The installation of the entire Lighting System complex in the vast
stadium was carried out by Procon that, together with the Belgian
Blue Squares Company, supplied the 180 Clay Paky Alpha Spot
HPE 1200 projectors.
Bréan and Rouveyrollis performed countless lighting and optics
tests on various projectors and the Alpha Spot HPE 1200 emerged
as the ideal tool for the purpose. “We achieved some desired
effects by combining several overlapped gobos, as well as the
prisms and rotation of the animation disc. It really must be said that
the effects section of the Alpha Spot HPE 1200 is truly rich”.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Christian Bréan, Jacques Rouveyrollis
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
180 Alpha Spot HPE 1200

CLAY PAKY Goes Latin
for SHAKIRA
[North America]

LIGHTING DESIGN
Abbey Rosen Holmes
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
34 Alpha Spot HPE 1200

Colombian-born Shakira matched her superstardom in Latin
America with this year’s Oral Fixation, Vol. 2 album. Fueled by her
chart-topping hit, “Hips Don’t Lie” (featuring Wyclef Jean), she
became Latin pop’s biggest female crossover artist and kicked off
a spectacular tour of North America in August.
Lighting designer Abbey Rosen Holmes’ multi-layered lighting rig
includes an automated and conventional lighting package supplied
by PRG Lighting. The lighting design features 34 of Clay Paky’s
Alpha Spot HPE 1200 luminaires, which are the only lights used
for the graphic effects on the stage.
Clay Paky created the gobos for the luminaries by following Holmes’
exacting specifications.
Ben Hammett, the PRG Lighting technician who is responsible for
the Shakira lights working every day adds, “The Clay Paky lights
have been great; they are very reliable, and have needed very little
service.”
The entire crew rehearsed for the tour in Barcelona, Spain where
PRG’s Vice President of Concert Touring John Lobel attests to
receiving superlative support from Clay Paky. “Everybody we dealt
with, from Francesco Romagnoli in Italy to Eric Mueller in Texas have
really been paying attention to the details,”Lobel says. “They have
been fantastic - really helpful and enthusiastic, just great”.
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CLAY PAKY lights the
AEROSMITH World Tour
[UAE]
Production Technology LLC (Protec) staged the legendary band
Aerosmith, branded as one of the main events of the year.
The Protec team, headed by Rick Wade, provided and installed
the show’s set-up that was rigged over a 7 day period with the
help of more than 30 expert crew members in lighting, audio,
video, staging and roofing. The lighting rider included 12 Clay
Paky Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 18 Clay Paky Alpha Wash 1200
and 168 Par Cans which was used to light up the 18mx16m stage
controlled by 1 Full Size Grand MA lighting console with another full
sized console as back-up which they specified for the whole tour.
As Rick Wade quoted in one magazine interview “I didn’t receive
a single complaint about the kit we provided. They were extremely
happy with the venue, set-up, and of course the turn-out, which
was very encouraging.”
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
12 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
18 Alpha Wash 1200

CLAY PAKY lights
Shakira in Dubai
[UAE]
Production Technology LLC (Protec), the region’s leading event
production company, made history in the United Arab of Emirates
when it staged the much awaited concert of Shakira’s - Oral
Fixation Tour 2007.
The Protec team, headed by Rick Wade, provided and installed
the show’s set-up, the show was rigged over a 7 day period with
the help of 35 expert crew members in lighting, audio, video, stage
and roof.
Shakira’s tour lighting designer, specified his preferred lighting
instruments: 43 Clay Paky Alpha Wash 575, 10 Clay Paky
Alpha Wash 1200 and 28 Clay Paky Alpha Spot HPE 1200 as
part of their touring equipment.
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
43 Alpha Wash 575
10 Alpha Wash 1200
28 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
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CLAY PAKY with
SLAYER
[USA]
Speed metal band Slayer brought along four other heavy metal
bands on its touring production, Slayer: The Unholy Alliance. The
line-up featured Lamb of God, Mastodon, Children of Bodom,
Thine Eyes Bleed - and Clay Paky Alpha Spots to shed light and
add drama to the spectacle onstage.
Lighting Designer/Director Jason Cain specified 20 Alpha Spot
HPE 1200 luminaries for his lighting rig. “I chose the Alpha Line
because of their light weight and bright output,” Cain explains. “It
was also nice to have 2 rotating gobo wheels, and the fixed wheel
as well. I was able to achieve multi layering of the gobos to produce
different lighting effects.”
Dallas, Texas-based Gemini Stage Lighting served as the vendor
for all of the lighting, video, trussing, and motors. Backing Cain up
in the lighting department are lighting crew chief Dennis Waite and
lighting technicians Danny Willet and Jason Wright.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Jason Cain
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
20 Alpha Spot HPE 1200

CLAY PAKY with
DEFTONES
[USA]
After LG Action Sports World Championships lit up the Dallas
Reunion Arena by day, Clay Paky’s Alpha Spot HPE 1200s
illuminated the space by night when the Deftones kicked off
a series of evening concerts. LD David “Gurn” Kaniski, who
designed for the entire arena floor and concerts, tell us about
the Clay Paky HPEs: “I am impressed with the even field and the
consistency between lamps. I’ve had problems with other lights,
getting 12 that look great together. I was also very impressed
with the color saturation and red range and liked the gobos and
effects. I agreed to put a dozen on the show.” For the Deftones
concert Kaniski teamed with Anthony “Getty” Kordyjaka, the
band’s lighting director through Bandit Lights. “The new Alpha
Spot HPE 1200s performed fabulously with no problems,” he
reports. “The color saturation was great, and the stock gobos
were nice.” The production company supplying the lighting and
sound was Gemini Stage Lighting & Equipment Company.

LIGHTING DESIGN
David “Gurn” Kaniski

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
12 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
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CLAY PAKY lights the
BRYAN ADAMS concert
[QATAR]
In February 2006 the Canadian rock star Bryan Adams brought his
Room Service tour to Doha, the capital of Qatar. The concert had
been organized as part of a charity campaign, named ‘Reach Out
to Asia’, promoted by the daughter of the Emirate to raise money
for the victims of the tsunami.
Qatar Vision took care of the supply and installation of all audiovisual equipment, in addition to constructing the stage, which
took three full days work. The Bryan Adams concert will be long
remembered as one of the most imposing and absorbing
spectacles ever hosted by the small Emirate.
The lighting system was composed exclusively of Clay Paky
equipment, including: 150 moving body projectors; among
which numerous Alpha Spot HPE 575’s, which were mainly
positioned on the rigging above the stage and on the characteristic
transversal trusses, which formed an ‘X’ on the backdrop.
Qatar Vision also prepared the imposing gala event, during which
a Guinness world record was established: a guitar signed by all the
greatest living guitarists was sold at auction for 1.6 million pounds.
The events connected to the ‘Reach Out to Asia’ campaign have
generated a total of $ 10.7 million.
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
150 Clay Paky moving bodies

CLAY PAKY lights the
LUGANO JAZZ Festival
[Switzerland]
Since 1979, the Swiss city has hosted the best jazz musicians on
the international scene at the the Lugano Jazz festival. The Festival
is a typical “al fresco” date in the summer totally free of charge
and broadcast on TV by RTSI-Swiss Radio and Television. This
year, the event also included the world of rock, and one of the “big
names” of the evening was Gianna Nannini. For the lighting, Emme
of Bioggio used about 100 Clay Paky moving body projectors
with various wattages (300W, 575W and 1200W). The Director
of Photography Carlo Genel of the RTSI and Lighting Designer
Michele Alvarez of Emme jointly designed the lighting, uniting their
respective experience in television and live entertainment. “We had
to concentrate all the lighting and sound material in a limited space,
to take away as little space as possible from the people because
we knew there would be a huge public,” said Michele Alvarez. “The
veils which became coloured were also useful to open up the stage
and harmonize the technology with the setting.”
LIGHTING DESIGN
Carlo Genel
Michele Alvarez

Clay Paky at the
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMY of Karlsruhe
[Germany]

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
100 Clay Paky moving bodies

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
30 Clay Paky moving bodies

With about 2200 guests, the 2003 class of the Professional
Academy of Karlsruhe celebrated the end of the course in the
Schwarzwaldhalle. For the students specializing in Techniques of
Organization and Production, it was a good opportunity to put all
the skills they had acquired to the test in front of the eyes of all
those present. Using 30 Clay Paky moving body luminaires, a
full-size grandMA, a grandMA replay unit and an NSP, the students
who had completed the fifth semester of the course staged a show
which was certainly not inferior to important models.
After extensive preliminary planning, 24 students attained their
goal. The technical equipment necessary was put at the disposal
of the future engineers by the companies involved in the training.
As well as the impressive lighting apparatus for a show of this kind,
a rotating gobo was also used on the stage for a quick change of
sets. Two large plasma screens also contributed to the professional
nature of the show.
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CLAY PAKY “live”
in CHINA
The 18th WORLD HAKKA CONFERENCE
Lighting design: Mr Wen Hao, Liu
Production: Beijing Tian Hao Fei Yang Film/TV/Stage
equipment co.Ltd
Equipment: 200 Clay Paky moving bodies

WEST LAKE FESTIVAL
Lighting design: Mr Wen Hao, Liu
Production: Beijing Tian Hao Fei Yang Film/TV/Stage
equipment co.Ltd
Equipment: 100 Clay Paky moving bodies

FOLK SONG FESTIVAL
Lighting design: Mr Wen Hao, Liu
Production: Beijing Tian Hao Fei Yang Film/TV/Stage
equipment co.Ltd
Equipment: 100 Clay Paky moving bodies

MISS UNIVERSE CHINA
Lighting design: Mr Xia Lang, Sha
Production: Beijing Feng Shang Shi Ji
Culture Art Co.Ltd
Equipment: 60 Clay Paky moving bodies
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10th CHINA NATIONAL GAMES

Nokia New Year’s Eve Party

Lui Fong In Concert

HKPO & Justin LIVE In Love with the Philharmonic

Forever Grasshopper in Concert Part II

Tsai Chin in Concert

Hocc in Concert
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CLAY PAKY lights
THE WOMAN IN WHITE
[USA]
Clay Paky’s Alpha Wash Halo has been extensively used on
the new Broadway production of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The
Woman in White. The original London production of was lit by UKbased lighting designer, Paul Pyant. Pyant’s associate lighting
designer for the original production, David Howe, was tasked with
recreating Pyant’s design in The Marquis Theatre, New York.
“We needed a bright, color mixing, tungsten-source wash light with
a great range of subtle pastel and tonal colors that was consistent
across all units,” remarks Howe on the decision to use the Clay
Paky Alpha Wash Halo fixtures. “As the show’s scenery is entirely
projected, a fixture with a wide focus range was essential to prevent
any unwanted light spill. For this reason, the automatic top hat on the
Alpha Wash Halo is also very useful. Noise level was also factored
into our decision, and the Halos move quickly and quietly.” The
14 Clay Paky Alpha Wash Halo fixtures on The Woman in White
were supplied, along with the rest of the lighting rig, by Hudson
Scenic and Lighting, who also built the set. “The brightness of
the Halos is surprising,” notes Howe. “Even when used in a full,
saturated blue the Halos are still really very bright. I also love the
virtually silent top hat - very neat.” For the Broadway production on
The Woman in White, Pyant and Howe were assisted by US-based
associate lighting designer Vivien Leone, US-based assistant
lighting designer Jared Sayeg, and UK-based programmer Vic
Smerdon.
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Photo credit Paul Kolnik

LIGHTING DESIGN
Paul Pyant, David Howe
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
14 Alpha Wash HALO

CLAY PAKY at the
SIGHT & SOUND theatre
[USA]

LIGHTING DESIGN
Joe Basinger
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
47 Stage Scans
22 Golden Scan HPE
8 Astroscans

Sight & Sound Theatre is employing an inventory of Clay Paky lights to
visualize and dramatize the epic shows it produces at its Strasburg,
Pennsylvania Millennium Theatre. “We have been using Clay Paky
products since 1995,” says lighting designer Joe Basinger who has
an inventory of 47 Stage Scans, 22 Golden Scan HPEs and 8
Astroscans at the Millennium Theatre. “We use them throughout our
designs in all of our shows.” Sight and Sound purchased its Clay Paky
products through PRG in Dallas. “I use Clay Paky products mainly
because of their good optics and the great effects wheels they offer,”
Basinger explains. “The effects wheels allow me to come up with many
more looks than most other fixtures at this level”. At the end of March
2007 Sight & Sound Theatres presented the show, “In the Beginning,”
which has taken two years to design”. Says Basinger. “We are using
Stage Scans to create beams through trees and foliage in the Garden of
Eden scene, for molten lava effects on the mountain, and for nebula-style
projections on the screen and side stages,” he explains.

A new Sight & Sound Theatre in Branson. Missouri, is still under
construction. It will feature an inventory of 5 Clay Paky Stage Scans, 45
Alpha Spot HPEs and 13 Alpha Washes. The theatre is scheduled
to open in Spring 2008 with the show, “Noah - the Musical.”
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CLAY PAKY at Berlin’s
FRIEDRICHSTADTPALAST
[Germany]
For over a century, the Friedrichstadtpalast has been one of the main
landmarks in Berlin’s night life.
20 Clay Paky moving bodies and 40 Clay Paky scanners provide
the light for the stage and the lobby of the theatre, together with many
other standard projectors. The lighting system has been supplied by
Lightpower of Paderborn since 1984.
Olaf Eichler, Lighting Director of the Friedrichstadtpalast, has spoken
of this close collaboration lasting many years: ”Lightpower convinced us
from the very beginning with its company philosophy - highly professional
sales consulting, where you never have the impression that they are out to
make money fast.
The range of products they offer stands out for its absolute quality. In
addition, our personnel have been able to attend very useful training
courses and seminars”.
The Friedrichstadtpalast is the biggest variety theatre in Europe and its 24
metre-wide stage is a real record. Two elements that cannot be missing
from any show are the fountain that appears from the understage and the
corps de ballet of 30-50 dancers who move in a single line. The current
programme at the Palast offers “Casanova“, “Jingle Bells“, “Münchhausen
Junior“, “Rhythmus Berlin“ and “Elf Freunde“.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Olaf Eichler
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
20 Clay Paky moving bodies
40 Clay Paky scanners

CLAY PAKY lights
LORD OF THE RINGS
[UK]

LIGHTING DESIGN
Paul Pyant
David Howe
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
32 Alpha Wash Halo

On 19th June 2007 the gates to Middle Earth will open in London when
“The Lord of the Rings” - the stage version of JRR Tolkien’s classic trilogy
- will Officially Open at Theatre Royal Drury Lane. The journey into the realm
of Tolkien’s fantasy is, at £12.5 million, the largest and most expensive
musical to be seen in the West End.
Lighting designer Paul Pyant uses an epic rig which includes many moving
body projectors, including 32 Clay Paky Alpha Wash Halo.
The Lord of the Rings, which premiered in Toronto, is being produced
by Kevin Wallace and Saul Zaentz. The show is directed by Matthew
Warchus, choreographed by Peter Darling, designed by Rob Howell
with lighting by Paul Pyant. Working with Pyant on the show are associate
lighting designer David Howe, assistant lighting designer Dan Large,
production electrician Gerry Amies and his team, Theatre Royal chief
electrician Steve McAndrew and his staff, and moving light programmer
The show’s production managers are Stewart Crosbie and Simon Marlowe.
White Light UK and Q1 Production Technologies from Canada supplied
the lighting equipment.

Photos Copyright Kevin Wallace Ltd.
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CLAY PAKY lights the
most famous THEATRES in RUSSIA
Doka Media - The Clay Paky distributor for the Russian Federation
- celebrated its 20th anniversary in the best possible way, with one
of the highest turnovers among Clay Paky’s distributors at the end of
2006.
Doka’s core market is undoubtedly the Theatre. It has already left its
mark in all the most prestigious theatres throughout the country using
Clay Paky material: the Bolshoi Theatre, Pushkin Drama theatre,
Kazantseva and Roshina Drama Centre, Luna theatre, Sovremennik
theatre, Satirikon theatre, in Moscow, the Mariinsky Theatre and
Alexandrinsky theatre in St. Petersburg, Norilsk Drama Theatre, the
Orenburg Theatre in the Ural region and the Novosibirsk Theatre in
Siberia (the largest in Europe!), just to name a few. Theatre is the most
important and most traditional form of entertainment in Russian culture,
so lighting installations play a very central role.“Our work in theatre has
grown by the year” - explains Mr Fokichev - Doka’s Director of Lighting
Projects.
BOLSHOI THEATRE
The Bolshoi Theatre made a technological breakthrough in 2002.
Motorized projectors entered the temple of world theatre for the first
time ever when it added Clay Paky Stage Zoom 1200 and CP Color
400 to its system of traditional theatre lights. The new products were
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first used in Khovanshchina by M. Mussorgsky. After three years of
high technology and great tradition, the Bolshoi Theatre closed down
in 2005 for major renovation. Lighting Designer Damir Ismagilov was
so impressed with Clay Paky’s products that he suggested adopting
them exclusively in the lighting system. 60 Alpha Spot HPE 1200 and
140 CP Color models have already been delivered to the theatre and
will be installed by Doka when it reopens in 2008. The next delivery will
also include 58 Alpha Wash Halo and 50 CP Color 400 SH.
MARIINSKY THEATRE
Clay Paky products firstly appeared in Mariinsky theatre in 2001 at
the performance of the ballet “Nutcracker”. In 2004 Mariinsky Theatre
presented Richard Wagner’s “The Ring of the Nibelung” which has
finally returned to the stage after over one hundred years. For this
particular opera, 12 Stage Color 1200, 4 Stage Zoom 1200 and 2
Stage Profile Plus SV were used. Alpha Wash 1200 and Alpha Spot
HPE 1200 have been recently supplied for the construction of the
modern multi-functional concert hall “Mariinka-3” (M3). DOKA set the
whole lighting system in this concert hall.
NOVOSIBIRSK STATE ACADEMY THEATRE OF OPERA AND BALLET
It is the largest theatre in Europe and stands in the heart of Siberia.

has the most advanced computerized stage control system in Russia.
A number of Clay Paky fixtures (21 Stage Zoom 1200 SV+ 34 Stage
Color 1200 SV +14 CP Color) were installed there to complete this
impressive project in November 2005.
ALEXANDRINSKY THEATRE
Located in St. Petersburg, second in fame to the Mariinsky, is a fine
example of classical Russian architecture. About 40 Alpha Spot HPE
1200 and CP Color 400 projectors were ordered by lighting designer
Gleb Filshtinsky and installed by DOKA last year. He comments: “I
have always used Clay Paky projectors, as they are definitely the best
on the market. We were most impressed by Clay Paky’s first generation
of moving body projectors, so we have just installed the new Alphas,
which open up a whole new world of design possibilities. Much of the
merit goes to Doka, which provided some invaluable technical support
during design”.
ORENBURG DRAMA THEATRE
It is one of the oldest and most beautiful theatres in Ural. The theatre
was recently totally reconstructed. The complex reconstruction
work involving the stage equipment - lighting and sound, television
broadcasting, translation and communications facilities, the machinery

and equipment was implemented by DOKA. The lighting solution is
progressive, with CP Colors and Alphas forming the basic arrangement.
The initiative to install the series of intelligent lighting devices was
based on a production lighting theatre system, conceived by lighting
designer Damir Ismagilov. A soffit system that he proposed and is a
combination of guided and controllable features
SMOLNIY CATHEDRAL
Clay Paky Alpha Spot 1200 and Alpha Wash 1200 have been used
to provide the lighting decoration of the staging in ‘Smolniy Cathedral.
‘Smolniy Cathedral opened its doors to audiences on 17th February
2007 after the restoration and reconstruction work.
THE ACADEMIC THEATRE OF COMEDY NAMED AFTER AKIMOV
On 9th September another Saint-Petersburg theatre began its 77th
season after reconstruction work on the lighting system.
The theatre’s range of floodlights increased due to large number of
colour changer devices designed by Clay Paky CP Color.
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CLAY PAKY lights the
THEATRES in CHINA

National Grand Theatre-Beijing
48 Alpha Profile 1200, 48 Alpha Wash 1200, 18 Alpha Spot 700

SongCheng Grand Theatre
36 Alpha Spot 1200 + 32 Clay Paky scanners. LD Mr Mao

Dalian Theatre
8 Clay Paky moving bodies, 8 Clay Paky scanners

Beijing Tian Qiao Theatre
10 Clay Paky scanners

Shanghai Opera House
18 Clay Paky moving bodies. LD Miss Ding Fei

Shanghai Oriental Art Center
48 Clay Paky moving bodies
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CLAY PAKY at the
PALAU de les ARTS
[Spain]
34 Alpha Profile 1200 have been installed at the Palau de les
Arts “Reina Sofia” in Valencia, the spectacular theatre designed
by Santiago Calatrava, and considered to be one of the largest
infrastructures in Spain and one of the largest in the world dedicated
to scenic art. The main Palace Hall covers an area of 40,000 square
metres and can hold up to 4,000 spectators.
The roofing, referred to as its “down” is the most spectacular
element of the building and is 237 metres in length and over 70
metres in height. The interior is divided into four halls. The Main
Hall was conceived as the catalyzing element of the building and
has 1,700 seats, distributed between the patio and the four stage
levels. The building also has a Master Hall which can hold 400
people and is equipped for live shows by small music group, an
Amphitheatre which holds over 1,500 spectators, and a Chamber
Theatre - Exhibition Room dedicated to applied art, next to the
Palace.
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
34 Alpha Profile 1200

CLAY PAKY at the
OPERA GARNIER
[France]
36 Alpha Profile 1200 have been installed at the Palais Garnier in
Paris by Clay Paky France.
The Palais Garnier, also known as the Opéra de Paris, Opéra Garnier
or Paris Opéra, is a 2,200 seat opera house in Paris.
A grand landmark designed by Charles Garnier in the Neo-Baroque
style, it is regarded as one of the architectural masterpieces of its
time.
Red and gold, lit by the immense crystal chandelier hanging below
Marc Chagall’s brightly coloured ceiling, the Italian-style horseshoeshaped auditorium has 1,900 red velvet seats.
In the year 2000 the main façade of the Opera was completely
renovated, thus revealing its original rich colours and golden statuework.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
36 Alpha Profile 1200
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CLAY PAKY at
BET’S Celebration of Gospel
[USA]
A mix of Clay Paky Alpha Spot HPE 1200 and Alpha Profile 1200
shone a light on BET’s “Celebration of Gospel ‘07,” a two-hour special
hosted by Steve Harvey. The show reached 2.5 million viewers, which
made it the number one religious/gospel program in TV history and
ranked it among BET’s Top 25 telecasts of all time. Lighting designers
Design Partners Inc. specified 10 Clay Paky Alpha Spot HPE and
Alpha Profile 1200 fixtures, was pleasantly surprised by the lights
performance “I discovered some shades and colors that I haven’t
been able to achieve with comparable fixtures.” says Lighting Designer
Greg Brunton. “Similarly, the effects and patterns are unique and
distinctive,” he continues. “In addition, both lights are very bright, the
field is flat and the color temperature is excellent.” Design Partners
obtained the Alpha Spots and Profiles from rental house Acey Decy.
“They’re great lights,” reports Acey Decy’s Mike Djomeh. “Clay
Paky has come up with a feature set that’s flexible and attractive to
designers. It gives them all the tools they need to create different look.
The output is phenomenal,” he says. “And the shutter system in the
Profile is unmatched - triangle shuttering, prisms, morphing between
gobos”. “The units were reliable and had no failures during the entire
week of production,” reports Brunton. “I plan on making these units a
part of my regular lighting complement.”
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Greg Brunton
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Spot HPE 1200
Alpha Profile 1200

CLAY PAKY at CRITICS’
CHOICE AWARDS
[USA]
Clay Paky fixtures were the lighting instruments of choice for the 12th
annual Critics’ Choice Awards ceremony at the Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium, January 13, 2007. Lighting designer David Mann of E!
Networks obtained 25 Clay Paky Alpha Profile 1200 spots for the
awards ceremony from CW Productions (CWP). “The overriding
goal was to put on a full-fledged awards show with a distinctive
look. It needed to be right there with the big awards shows but
had a much more competitive budget,” says Mann. “The Alpha
Profiles were fantastic!”. CWP had previously worked with Mann on
other projects for E! “When Clay Paky showcased the Alpha Profile
1200s for us we compared them to similar lights and thought they
were a better fixture, and when we saw the pricing, it was an easy
decision to make,” notes CWP General Manager Fred Waldman.
“We find that the shutter mechanism in the 1200 is quite amazing.
And Clay Paky’s service, support and overall customer service is
awesome”.
LIGHTING DESIGN
David Mann

CLAY PAKY at
TV LAND AWARDS
[USA]

LIGHTING DESIGN
Oscar Dominguez

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
25 Alpha Profile 1200

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Profile 1200

Clay Paky’s Alpha Profile 1200 fixtures, from lighting vendor
Illumination Dynamics, were used for the broadcast of the fifth
annual “TV Land Awards” which honored pop culture icons. “The
mandate from the producers was to give the show a really nice
eclectic, high-end look,” says lighting designer Oscar Dominguez
from VX Inc. “They wanted the look of a TV awards show but more
eccentric, fun and vibrant. I’d been searching for something that
would give us a different look and Clay Paky’s Alpha Profiles were
something new to have in our arsenal. I really like the effects you
can achieve with them: they have an interesting array of gobos and
can produce a really eclectic set of looks.” Illumination Dynamics’
director of theatrical and automated lighting, Mark Rudge, says
his company’s new Alpha Profiles gave the “TV Land Awards” “a
new look in terms of its gobo projection, brightness and effects
wheel. And the Alpha Profiles added another dimension to the
show that it didn’t have in the past.”
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CLAY PAKY at
LA PUPA E IL SECCHIONE
[Italy]
“La Pupa e il Secchione” is a Mediaset programme adapted from
the format of the American “The Beauty and the Geek”. The idea was
that of mixing the American format with the ingredients that work in
other Italian programmes. The result is a sort of comedy show with sexy
overtones that has gained great attention with the public and press.
The studio is a stage “in the round” with the actors in the centre. “We
had to install all the lighting material on the ceiling since there were no
other support structures available” Director of Photography Riccardo
Barbaglio told us. The elements that can be seen are all white, so that
they can be colored at various times during the show. “It was a precise
choice, taken during the design stage” continued Barbaglio. “We
wanted to be able to “paint” the whole set with light, using a different
color each time. I often used unusual colors - acid yellows, greens,
mauve - that would normally be outlawed from any TV transmission.
But this is a “crazy” programme so the light also has to follow suit!”.
The lighting system consists of 28 Alpha Spot HPE 575 units, 30
Alpha Wash 575 units and 28 CP Color MH units as well as several
halogen and conventional projectors. Barbaglio says: “The Alphas are
very versatile projectors that make it possible to interpret any situation
in the best way and they are always very reliable.” He also repeated
his conviction regarding the CP Color MH units, “extremely simple
color changers but highly practical for color integration and for lighting
backdrops”.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Riccardo Barbaglio
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
28 Alpha Spot HPE 575
30 Alpha Wash 575
28 CP Color MH

CLAY PAKY at
CULTURA MODERNA
[Italy]
After the resounding success during its debut in 2006, Cultura Moderna
is back in 2007, maintaining its winning formula and integrating it with
elements which are typical of the Italian quiz-shows.
Light Design and scenographies were studied together from the very
beginning, so that both the elements were perfectly integrated and
were both functional in creating the right colour and atmosphere for the
show. “To valorize the scenery I often use warm, pale colours, without
any smoke effects”- comments the Photography Director Franco
Fratus.
Fratus has used 60 Clay Paky moving body fixtures and he explains to
us how: “I use the spotlights and wash lights to colour the backdrops,
both on the stage and behind the audience. The colours range from
intense blue to sunset hues, or I use the marvellous Clay Paky gobos in
decorative glass, slightly blurred, to reproduce a cloud effect.”
Fratus is enthusiastic about the Clay Paky products: “I have been using
them for years, and I have always achieved excellent results, both in
terms of reliability and performance”– he tells us. “It is important, when
working within a juvenile and successful programme, to be able to
provide just the right answer also in terms of light design. The Clay Paky
projectors offer a truly unique and wide range of solutions.”

LIGHTING DESIGN
Franco Fratus
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
60 Clay Paky moving bodies

During the performances we try to combine the most suitable colour
and lighting effects for each competitor. A combination of spotlights
and light bundles of colour are used, especially if it is a musical
performance. The short dance interludes by the two soubrettes are
followed by special graphic effects, together with particular use of the
television cameras to make the action even more dynamic.
Fratus continues: “during the “heartbeat” moment - the most enthralling
part of the show - I have chosen to interpret the windmill of emotions
with a succession of full colours, without special effects. This has
allowed us to valorize this spectacular moment without disturbing the
emotional tension which is created”
A touch of originality, consisting also in coloured scenographies
and special lighting effects is therefore one of the secrets to the
extraordinary success of this programme, that once again this year will
make a millionaire out of the most fortunate and talented competitor
who succeeds in guessing who the mysterious person is.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Giorgio Marioni (for Miss Switzerland)
Carlo Genel (for Mr Switzerland)
Michele Alvarez

CLAY PAKY at
Miss and Mr SWITZERLAND
The lights of Clay Paky bore witness to the coronation of Miss and Mr
Switzerland in occasion of two separate events. The first of these, the
crowning of Miss Switzerland, took place at Locarno’s Palazetto Fevi.
This edition enjoyed the presence of artists of international renown,
among which Simply Red and Nek.
The director of Photography, Giorgio Marioni chose an illumination of
a certain impact, one which would play a central role in the show. The
lighting equipment was exclusively composed of Clay Paky materials,
including over 150 moving head projectors, richly equipped with lights
ranging from the classic 300W lamps to the most powerful 1200W
lamps (see the list below). The supply and installation of the audiolighting materials was catered by Emme, the largest service company
of Clay Paky products in all of Switzerland.
The pageant for Mr Switzerland took place at Chiasso, and among the
important guests who stood out here were Gianna Nannini, Gotthard
and Sascha. The director of photography Carlo Genel came up with
a modular scenography in wood, attached to which were backlit PVC
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
330 Clay Paky moving bodies

panels. Unlike the Miss Switzerland scenography, the backlighting had
been studied only for the colour changers, with the aim of creating an
almost ‘theatrical’ lighting effect in support of the stage.
A total of 180 Clay Paky projectors were employed, among which
moving head projectors, scanners, and fixed colour changers. Michele
Alvarez, Manager of Emme and lighting designer of both pageants,
describes the products used for the event: “We had to respond to
requirements that would satisfy both Live and televised aspects of the
event.
The lighting design included a great variety of products both in type
and power. Together with the directors of photography, I studied a
few solutions for which the lighting was to be employed, including
the backlit panels or the large sails. In an international event that
combines fashion, music and costume and where “aesthetics” play a
fundamental role, the lighting also has to be at its best”.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Fausto Carboni

CLAY PAKY lights
DOMENICA IN - AFFARI TUOI
for Sanremo Festival [Italy]
On occasion of the 2006 edition of the Sanremo Song Festival, Italian
RAI TV broadcasted some special episodes of “Domenica IN” and
“Affari Tuoi” from the Casino Theatre in Sanremo. The Photography
Director Fausto Carboni opted for a Clay Paky lighting system, that
included 8 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 12 Alpha Spot HPE 575, 12
Alpha Wash Halo, 4 Stage Profile Plus SV, 30 CP Color MH.
“I had to realize a lighting effect that could be adapted to both
programmes, which both required completely different lighting setups”explains Fausto Carboni. “The choice of the motorised projectors and
the light design was carefully studied before installation, because we
were aware that, once installed, they would not be touched again for
the whole week.”.
Carboni has been using Clay Paky projectors in the numerous
programmes for which he is Photography Director for many years now,
and he tells us how and why he made the choice to use a Clay Paky

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
8 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
12 Alpha Spot HPE 575
12 Alpha Wash Halo
4 Stage Profile Plus SV
30 CP Color MH

lighting system also for these productions.
“I just had to use the new HPE 1200, both for the extraordinary
lighting, and for the wide range of graphic effects that it provides. In
particular, some gobos on this projector were wonderfully suited to
the scenography of “Domenica In”, that recalled the floral element
which is so typical of the city of Sanremo.”. The Alpha Wash HALO
had an important role in “Affari Tuoi”, Carboni comments. “Unlike for
“Domenica In”, I needed a halogen light to valorise the scenic elements,
such as for example the many colored tubs of flowers that encircled
the stage. The Alpha Wash Halo not only was able to enhance the
colors of the scenery, but it was also used on many occasions on the
persons instead of the classical “white lights.” The lighting system was
completed with 30 CP Color 400 MH to colour the backdrops, and
with some Stage Profile Plus SV profile spotlights.The lighting setup
was finalised with the significant collaboration of the controls operator
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CLAY PAKY at
STARS ON ICE
[Russia]
Every Saturday evening, millions of TV viewers are glued to the
screen for the hit programme “Stars on Ice”, which was by far
the most popular television show in Russia in the whole of 2006.
Clay Paky is present with its moving bodies both in the studio,
where the presenter is with the guests, and on the ice where the
shows are performed. The material was supplied by Doka. Mr Juri
Krasilnicov, Lighting Director of the show says, “Stars on Ice” was
one of the richest and most complex projects I have ever worked
on. We spent a huge amount of time adapting each situation to the
best, mediating the demands of the set with those of television”.
He explains why the projectors were changed: “At first, we chose
different moving body fixtures for the dynamic lighting; but against
the white of the ice, where even the slightest nuances are seen,
many of the effects were lacking expression. This took us by
surprise and made us look for the best that the market could offer.
We found our solution in Clay Paky’s Alpha Spot HPE 1200 Paky,
which are really great projectors, ideal for working on ice: they have
many effects and I could create very interesting images, such as
the effect of water and waves”.

CLAY PAKY at
Star Screen AWARDS
[India]
India’s leading lighting designer Atul Sonpal wowed the crowds
at the 2007 Hero Honda Star Screen Awards - the highest
profile Indian film awards ceremony of the season - using 32 Clay
Paky Alpha Wash 1200s and 24 Alpha Spot 1200 HPEs. It was
the first large show for which Sonpal has used Clay Paky as his
principal moving light, which he describes as “really powerful and
flexible fixtures - exactly what I needed for an intense fast-moving
show like this.”
The set was designed by Omung Kumar. He and Sonpal worked
closely together to develop the overall visuals, which included
discussing the best places to fix lighting instruments to parts of the
set inaccessible from conventional lighting rigging points. Sonpal
says, “The Alpha Spots and Washes really proved themselves - it
was a long show and the programming sessions were intense,
and they were all reliable and easy to work with”.
He particularly likes the animation wheel and the colour mixing
facilities, along with the unit’s “extraordinary luminosity.”
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Juri Krasilnicov

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Spot HPE 1200

LIGHTING DESIGN
Atul Sonpal

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
32 Alpha Wash 1200
24 Alpha Spot 1200 HPE

CLAY PAKY at
UNO CONTRO CENTO
[Italy]
A highly successful Endemol/Mediaset production, the TV
programme “1 vs. 100” (“Uno contro cento”), which has now
come to Italy after winning record-breaking audience shares in the
USA, France and Spain.
Riccardo Barbaglio, Director of Photography, used Clay Paky
moving bodies: 16 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, Alpha Wash 575, 10
CP Color MH, as well as about 5 Stage Zoom 1200 and Stage Color
1200. He is satisfied with the work because he has succeeded in
obtaining an original lighting design whilst keeping within the limits
imposed by the format.
“I have always liked the spectacular use of light through using
smoke and I had the opportunity for this here, as it is not a classic
set design but the combination of technical elements, spectacular
element and lights. Once again, I must say that the Clay Paky
products are simply fantastic!”

CLAY PAKY at
IL MIGLIORE
[Italy]
“Il Migliore” is a quiz show with prizes hosted by Mike Bongiorno,
which selects its contestants within specific professional
categories, The program bases itself on the English format coined
by the Celador production company which was broadcast on ITV1,
entitled “Britain’s Brainiest”, it obtained upon its debut a fantastic
viewer share of 33.5%.
The lighting system is mainly made up of Clay Paky projectors: the
Alpha Spot HPE 575s. Aldo Solbiati director of photography,
explains: “We wanted to use projectors that were equipped with
every effect, and we opted for the powerful 575s, seen the limited
space available in the recording studio. The choice of the Clay Paky
HPE was a must, since they have shown great quality and reliability
in many other Mediaset productions. Solbiati talks of the Alphas:
“I am very satisfied with this product on all fronts: the chromatic
rendition, luminosity and the soft and precise movements. The
optical effect is very clean and transparent and this is a good thing
for the colorimetry of the lamp, which remains stable”.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Riccardo Barbaglio

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
16 Alpha Spot HPE 1200
Alpha Wash 575
10 CP Color MH

LIGHTING DESIGN
Aldo Solbiati

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Spot HPE 575

LD Aldo Solbiati with
Mr Ferrari (Clay Paky)
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CLAY PAKY in MIDDLE EAST
Clay Paky is very active in the Middle East, thanks to its branch (Clay Paky Middle East) and its 24-hour service Department, both located in
Dubai. Thanks also to this constant local presence of Clay Paky, many rental companies have chosen our products. Al Raisi Group is one of the
most active ones: in the past year they have made the lighting on many occasions in the live sector and for TV, in particular using the projectors
in the Alpha line. The managing director of the company Dia’a Shehadeh and the Lighting Designer Ali Saab sent us the enclosed photos.

AL WATAN
Show info: “Al Watan 33 Anniversary 2007” Court Yard Marriotte
Hotel 2007- Kuwait.
Products: 40 Alpha HPE 1200, 20 Alpha Wash HPE 575, 10
Golden Spot 1200.
Al Watan is one of the most important local newspapers - Kuwait.
The occasion was the celebration of its 33rd anniversary and the
inauguration of its new TV Channel, with figures from the media
and superstars attending the event.

EID PARTY
Show info: Al Eid Concert at SAFIR Hotel 2006 - Kuwait.
Products: 20 Alpha HPE 1200, 20 Alpha Wash 575, 10 Golden
Spot 1200.
Al Eid is a Muslim holiday. The event is held every year and is
attended by the elite of Kuwait. It is a very high-class occasion with
tickets starting from $300 per person.

TATTOO MILITARY SONG FESTIVAL
Show info: Tattoo Military Song Festival in Midan Al Fatih Muscat
(Oman).
Products: 90 Alpha Spot HPE 1200.
Festival for military groups, under the patronage of His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos of Oman. The venue was the size of almost two
football stadiums and the event was attended by a number of
other leaders from the Arab world.

NOJOOM
Show info: Gulf Song Contest for Nojoom TV - Dubai.
Products: 20 Alpha Wash 575, 20 Stage Zoom 1200, 10 Golden
Spot 1200.
Products for the final: 10 Alpha HPE 1200, 10 Alpha Wash.
A song contest for the Gulf countries of the GCC (Gulf Cooperation
Council). The contestants are all youngsters aspiring to become a
superstar. The contest is held every year, on the same TV channel
and is equivalent to the European TV programme Star Academy.
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QUENT ESSENTIAL
Show info: opening for the Quent Essential services - Kuwait.
Products: 16 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 16 Alpha Wash 575
A corporate event for one of the biggest door to door services
company in the world. The singer in the pictures is one of the best
known superstars in the Arab world.

SPORT SHOW
Show info: TV Program Al Watan TV - Kuwait.
Products: 20 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 10 Alpha Wash 575, 10 Stage
Zoom 1200.
A talk show, which also includes the award to the Kuwaiti champion
of the West Asian games.

SALALAH FESTIVAL
Show info: Salalah Festival For Oman.
Products: 30 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 22 Alpha Wash 575.
An annual festival held in the city hall of Salalah, in Oman. The
event lasts 45 days, with an Arab superstar performing on stage
every weekend throughout the festival.

SHABABIK
Show info: Shababik TV Programme For Orbit TV - Kuwait.
Products: 16 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 4 Stage Zoom 1200.
A comedy show on Al-Rai TV.

HOROOF WA OULOOF TV PROGRAMME
Show info: HOROUF WA OLOOF TV Program for MBC TV,
Dubai.
Products: 10 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, 10 Alpha Spot HPE 575, 10
Alpha Wash 575.
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CLAY PAKY in the LEXUS
L-finesse Invisible Garden
[Italy]
The Japanese motor car manufacturer Lexus took part in the “Salone
del mobile” Exhibition, and the attached Design Week of Milan, for
the third year in succession. This year Lexus has chosen to collaborate
with an up-and-coming artist, the architect Kumiko Inui, who worked
on the novel idea of readapting a common space in a totally unusual way,
creating an atmosphere that integrates known and unknown, future and
tension to the infinite. The ambience has been rebuilt inside a Milanese
car workshop located in the Tortona Zone, an area that has by now been
consecrated to host all the most trendy out-of-salon fair events in the world.
Entering the courtyard we discover a silvered silhouette appearing on the
horizon: it is the Lexus flagship model, the LS 600h. Lighting Designer Mr
Kuramoto chose, with the precious technical and logistical support of
Light Video Sound, the most suitable light products for the purpose:
15 Alpha Spot HPE 1200, the top quality effects projectors from Clay
Paky. “The customer’s need for the best product available was obvious
from the very start and I had no hesitation in proposing the HPE 1200
from Clay Paky - Eliano Girola, the owner of Light Video Sound told
us. The night-time results were obviously particularly suggestive, where
the projectors impacted on the car and the surrounding atmosphere with
colour changes tending to blue and using the dichroics contained in the
Alpha Spot HPE 1200.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Mr Kuramoto

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
15 Alpha Spot HPE 1200

CLAY PAKY at the
AUDI Q7’s LAUNCH
[UAE]
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
30 Alpha Spot HPE 575, 46 Alpha Wash 575
28 Stage Color 1200, 22 Stage Zoom 1200

Production Technology LLC better known in Dubai as Protec recently

provided full lighting production services to their Dubai based client, Al
Nabooda Automobiles, on the occasion of the Middle East’s largest ever
car launch. This took place in the iconic Sheikh Rashid Hall of Dubai’s
International Convention Centre, within the United Arab Emirates. Al
Nabooda, the leading Audi distributor in the Middle East, launched last
30th May the latest top of range SUV from Audi: the Q7. The event was
attended by over a thousand invited guests, including selected local VIPs.
The set consisted of, among others, eight hydraulic scissor lifts, four of
which lifted two cars through the stage, with the other four featuring UK
based pyrotechnic performers from Phoenix Productions. Eight cars were
flown in from the roof of the venue, as part of the reveal, under state of
the art motor control systems. Lighting Designer Paul Smith, a freelancer
based in Dubai, specified his preferred lighting instruments: 30 Clay Paky
Alpha Spot HPE 575W, 46 Clay Paky Alpha Wash 575W, 28 Clay
Paky Stage Color 1200W, 22 Clay Paky Stage Zoom 1200W, which were
used to light up the 100 meter wide satin back drapes. All of these were
controlled by 1 Full Size Grand MA lighting console. Protec once again
delivered another highly successful turnkey event in the region, thanks to
its vast stocks of lighting, audio, video and rigging equipment and highly
experienced team, all led by Stephen Lakin.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Paul Smith
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CLAY PAKY at NIGHTS of LIGHT
[Italy]
Notti di Luce (Nights of Light) has been offering events at a high cultural
level for eight years and – thanks also to the increasingly frequent air
links with Orio al Serio airport – has made the City of Bergamo an
international destination sought after by tourists rediscovering the
pleasure of experiencing the city by night. This year Nights of Light has
widened the circle of associations, institutions and businesses involved
in the project: the organising staff, too, included highly experienced
and dynamic professionals starting from Arch. Walter Barbero, who
took charge of urban lighting, and Arch. Domenico Egizi, in charge
of architectural interiors. Nights of Light 2006 spread over two weeks.
During the course of these two weeks light was used to pick out places
and architecture in both the lower city and the upper, ancient one while,
as is usual, the final evenings of the event were transformed into a
festival of spectacles. As is customary, Clay Paky sponsored the event
and supplied all the lighting material for both the spectacles and the
architectural spaces through the services of SG Lighting, which also
looked after the installation. In the centre of Bergamo, as in many other
cities, there is a strong presence of light due to the numerous shop
windows, signs, street lighting and traffic. Architect Barbero’s choice
was to enhance and upgrade the historic architecture that, in everyday
circumstances, runs the risk of being unnoticed. He therefore worked
“by subtraction”, switching off some of the “disturbing” light sources
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and specifically lighting historical architectural sites and monuments.
It was thus possible for all citizens to rediscover historical palazzos,
corners and paths in their fullness. Architect Barbero designed a
lighted route along the Sentierone, namely the old main road of the city,
which has abdicated its function for years in favour of the more modern
and traffic-ridden Via Vittorio Emanuele. “Many people rediscovered the
historic importance of the old Sentierone, returning to their roots a little”
said Angeleri. The design consisted of ten 300W light sources installed
at a height of about 7 metres and equidistant from each other, to retain
perfect visual perspective. Each of these light sources consisted of a
Clay Paky V.I.P. with 300W discharge lamp and a good four metres
of optic fibres connected to it. In its turn each group of optic fibres
consisted of 200 threads that were left swinging in the void. As part of
the architectural upgrading project it was decided to light the Column
of Via Sant’Alessandro, the only Roman remain in the city centre. The
lighting provided a route of light leading to the base of the column and
then continuing on the column itself. The effect achieved was as if the
column was projecting its own luminous shadow, a visual stimulus and
creative solution at the same time. The effect was obtained using 2
Clay Paky V.I.P. 300 units with their respective shapers, also supplied
by Clay Paky as accessories.

The lighting also involved the Chamber of Commerce in Piazza
Dante, the Church of San Bartolomeo and Palazzo Frizzoni. This
involved fixed lighting in all cases, with the intention of enhancing
these buildings through the use of a color specially chosen by
Architect Barbero. The choice was intended to compromise
between respect for the historic nature of the building and the
creative interpretation of the event. Identification of the best colour
was possible thanks to the Clay Paky CP Color 575 units, color
changing projectors with IP65 protection level, which offer an
infinite range of colors and a choice of lamps with different color
temperatures.
Artistic Director Claudio Angeleri concluded: “Shrewd use of
the lighting was fundamental in reaching our ends and the great
versatility of the Clay Paky projectors allowed us to implement all
our projects, even if they were very numerous and different from
each other. We are confident that our ideas can give valid pointers
how to make cities more pleasant to live in, more human and fit
for man”.

ARTISTIC DIRECTION
Claudio Angeleri
LIGHTING DESIGN
Arch. Walter Barbero
Arch. Domenico Egizi
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
V.I.P. 300
CP Color 575
CP Color 150 E
Clay Paky moving bodies
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CLAY PAKY lights
el ANGEL DE LA INDEPENDENCIA
[Mexico]
El Ángel de la Independencia (“The Angel of Independence”), most
commonly known by the shortened name El Ángel and officially known
as Columna de la Independencia, is a victory column located on a
roundabout over Paseo de la Reforma in downtown Mexico City. El
Ángel was built to commemorate the centennial of the beginning of
Mexico’s War of Independence, celebrated in 1910. In later years it
was made into a mausoleum for the most important heroes of that
war. It is one of the most recognizable landmarks in Mexico City, and
it has become a focal point for both celebration or protest. It bears a
resemblance to the Victory Column in Berlin. The column was recently
lit by 20 Clay Paky CP Color 575 and Rain Spot 575 projectors. Both
these products use a 575W lamp and offer IP65 protection, i.e. capable
of standing up to adverse atmospheric conditions. As it is a permanent
installation, it has been necessary to use this degree of quality as the

projectors will remain in the open for very extended periods of time.
CP Color 575 are color changers with CMY colour mixing and a 0100% dimming system whilst the Rain Spot 575 are effects projectors
for external use with fixed and rotating gobos, a rotating prism, colour
wheel and a 0-100% dimmer. The project was developed jointly by the
group of qualified technicians of Mexico City’s local administration, the
specialized company Teletec and with the technical support of Vector
10, the distributor of Clay Paky products for Mexico. Clay Paky products
were chosen by the technical group and by LD David Alexander after
many comparative tests, which confirmed their reliability in time and
the quality of the colour and effects. Jorge Aguirre of Vector 10, said
he was “very proud of having illuminated a real national monument and
having done it with what I consider the most suitable products for the
purpose, Clay Paky colour changers.”

LIGHTING DESIGN
David Alexander
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CP Color 575
Rain Spot 575
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CLAY PAKY illustrates
energy production at GEO-E-SITE
[Japan]
Geo-E-Site, an important hydroelectric power station is sited in the
Gunma Prefecture, a hundred km north-west of Tokyo and covers
most of the energy needs of the surrounding area. A subterranean
open-space environment about 300 metres below the level of the
power station has been created as part of a plan for revaluing area.
The purpose is to illustrate all the steps that lead to the production
of hydroelectric power, a precious and inexhaustible source of our
Earth, by means of a guided itinerary. Geo-E-Site hosts Japanese
and foreign tourists with great frequency, above all many school
trips. 6 Clay Paky CP Color 150-E projectors were used to make
the visit more pleasant and at the same time, to highlight some
of the fundamental parts of the power station through the astute
use of light. “The use of projectors with IP65 protection became
indispensable since the place, by its nature, is very damp and
dusty” said architect Keiko Yonezawa, President of Strise, that
implemented the project. “The Clay Paky CP Color units confirmed
their complete reliability, which we had already experienced in
numerous other applications throughout Japan”. Inside the salon,
which covers 20,000 m2, can be found a room with the history of
the power station and explanations of the operating principles and
of power production. Some Clay Paky V.I.P. 300 units have been
installed in this area which reproduce the effect of water through
the use of rotating glass gobos.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Arch. Keiko Yonezawa

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CP Color 150 E
V.I.P. 300
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CLAY PAKY for the largest sundial in Europe
[Germany]
It doesn’t tick following the natural rhythm and yet the largest sundial
in Europe, which has been installed in Aschaffenburg’s Theaterplatz
with months of work by sculptor Christian Tobin of Riederau am
Ammersee, always tells the right time – even at night. This unusual
installation obeys the laws of gnomonics, the art of making sundials.
The Clay Paky Mini Scan HP3 integrated into the spherical gnomon
of the sundial which stands six and a half metres high follows the
command signals of the astronomic Real Time Clock of a grandMA
onPC, which in this case controls the architectonic light. When it gets
dark, the light ray of the scan slides on the design made by the hands of
the hours and month, the sign of the zodiac and the Roman numerals
which is applied on the square. What is shown by the sun during the
day through the shadow projected by the sphere on to the point, at
night is controlled by the console. Numerous “light-ups“ are also
illuminated and the gnomon emits a coloured beam of light that moves
on the dial marking the minutes. The lighting designer Ulrich Kunkel

said about the project: “The night design of the Aschaffenburg sundial
was a particular challenge, which without changing the structure of
the clock had to contain the necessary light sources almost invisibly
inside the whole structure. Thanks to the particular construction of the
gnomon, only one Clay Paky Mini Scan HP3 has been used, which
thanks to its compact dimensions fits invisibly into the gnomon. At
night the distance and the angle vary continuously with respect to the
dial as the surface of projection, therefore the position of the index and
the intensity of the gobo have to be constantly updated”. The sundial
is controlled by an industrial PC with “grandMA onPC“ software, which
is synchronized through a radio receiver with the hour signal emitted
from Frankfurt. The actual programming of the clock is accurate to the
second through the astronomic RTC in the grandMA software. As the
time of activation depends on the rising and setting of the sun, this
helps prolong the life of the scan lamps.

LIGHTING DESIGN
Ulrich Kunkel
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Mini Scan HP3
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CLAY PAKY at COCOON CLUB
[Germany]
The pope of techno Sven Väth makes a new star shine on the
German club scene. With his “CocoonClub” the DJ sets a new
milestone and Frankfurt gets an international meeting point for
the music avant-garde. The impressing interior design, the highend sound system as well as the video and lighting art let the
CocoonClub look like a place of worship. The CocoonClub is
located in Frankfurt´s district Ostend on the ground floor of the
U.F.O, a modern loft building. With a total area of 2.664 m² the
agency 3deluxe created four zones different in atmosphere and
function. The main floor with moving lights is the heart of the club. It
is surrounded with a stroll area from all sides and has an integrated
lounge – the so called “InBetween” connects the club with two
restaurants. One of the most impressing elements of the Club´s
interior design is a 100 m long white membrane wall enclosing the
main floor. The structure of the membrane similar to a sponge is
liven up with the help of computer-animated projections. In total
23 beamers are used in the club. Teamtech Media Technology,
Frankfurt, as well as Lightpower are responsible for the complete
lighting equipment of the trendy club. A lot of fixtures were installed,
including 45 Clay Paky Mini Scan HP3. Special emphasize will be
given to the effects produced with gobos. Together with Rosco
special glas gobos were created, that will be part of an own new
Cocoon gobo line.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
45 Mini Scan HP3
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CLAY PAKY at CARAT CLUB
[Slovakia]

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Spot
Alpha Wash
Mini Scan

Bratislava offers large possibilities of night life, mostly places like
cocktail bars, pubs or disco clubs. However, not all visitors have in their
minds the same thing, when they think about an “enjoyable night”.
Carat Club has meets requirements of the most demanding guests,
the ones who can enjoy luxury, appreciate discretion and are fond of
high quality drinks and professional service. As the club is situated
in the direct neighborhood of Crowne Plaza hotel, the main idea was
to create comfortable environment meeting expectations of hotel
guests, as well as other visitors. Emphasizing the real high quality
of technical equipment, stylish interior and nice dancers, the primary
intent to create a unique club with radiant atmosphere has was carried
out successfully. The illumination of interior is imaginative, made of
LED lighting of bar, carpets, walls, pillars and jetty, which enables to

change the overall tone of whole club space, depending on the current
dance performance.All lighting equipment and video projection are via
DMX channel connected to Compulite - Vector Blue console. Upon
client’s request, the console has been programmed so as to provide
complete lighting, sound and laser show, after inserting single order.
Jetty made of mat acrylic plexiglass stage desks Prolyte is fixed to a
traverse scaffold TAF and RGB LED diode backlight. Alu traverses with
Clay Paky Alpha Spot, Clay Paky Alpha Wash, Clay Paky Mini Scan
lights hanged above. Laser show being an enriching and very popular
feature is specially adapted to shows. Coloured KVANT lasers are
used. Creative harmony of choreography with light and visual effects is
enhanced by high quality sound. If you decide visit Bratislava no matter
the reason, Carat Club is a place you should not miss by any means
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CLAY PAKY at IMPREZA CLUB
[Russia]
Over 50 Clay Paky projectors were installed at the Impreza Club
of Stavropol, in the South-West of the Russian Republic. The club’s
owner wanted a top-quality lighting system that allowed his club to
make a leap forward with respect to the other entertainment venues
present in the area. He therefore contacted Andrey Boldyrey of
the Show-Tekhnika company, who immediately identified the ideal
solution in Clay Paky projectors. Andrey Boldyrey then contacted
DOKA Media, the Russian distributor for Clay Paky projectors, which
went to conduct a survey of the site within the week. During this
meeting the customer proposed his idea for the dance floor, in hightech minimalist style, with the ceiling covered in jeans material and
black metal elements. Doka proposed to suspend all the lighting
technology equipment, using a model of the Eiffel Tower that seemed
to be glued to the ceiling. The lighting system included Alpha Wash
and Spot 575 W projectors, Mini Scan HP3 scanners, Point MH,
Point IN, CP Color 400, V.I.P. 300 DIA for projecting images and
logos on the floor and Atlas 575 for a centre floor effect.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Alpha Wash 575, Alpha Spot 575
Mini Scan HP3, Point MH, Point IN
CP Color 400, V.I.P. 300 DIA, Atlas 575
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CLAY PAKY at
BEAR’s NOOK CLUB
[Russia]
The “Bear’s nook” Club is part of a magnificent hotel complex in
Surgut town. It is located on the bank of the large Siberian River
Ob. Surgut the oil and gas development centre for the Northern
Territory, and a major river port, with a large railway junction, and a
modern and well equipped airport complex.
Doka was responsible for the design and technology. 12 Clay Paky
Mini Scan HP3 and 12 Stage Color 300 AE lighting equipment
create a unique daily holiday atmosphere.
One of the owners of the complex - Ryabov Sergey said: “I am
very pleased with the work implemented by Doka. We don’t have
another similar club in our town. This is the best. In many respects
this is because of the Clay Paky lighting fixtures.
Their light creates a special mood. It’s very reliable. We have a
particular climate: a severe winter and a short warm summer.
These floodlights create a brighter and warmer atmosphere for us
to live in.”

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
12 Mini Scan HP3
12 Stage Color 300
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CLAY PAKY headquarters in Seriate (Bergamo)

The British STLD visits
CLAY PAKY
A delegation from Britain’s STLD - the Society of Television Lighting
Directors - visited the Clay Paky premises on 19th and 20th May
2007 and met the Chairman, Pasquale Quadri, and his staff. The
purpose of the visit was to enable the two sides to get to know each
other better and was organized by Bernie Davis: the directors of
photography of the STLD, guided by the specialized Clay Paky
technicians, had the opportunity to examine the Italian company’s
products in detail, in particular the Alpha line. The Alpha products
are acknowledged as excellent products for use in professional
contexts, and specifically in TV.
On its side, the Clay Paky staff were able to go into some technical
aspects in depth and receive valuable suggestions for the future
development of their products. The directors of photography
contributed their experience of many years, gained working both
for British television and in other national and international contexts.
Stuart Gain, Chairman of STLD, emphasised that “It was a real
pleasure to see the Alpha range of luminaires and the factory.
The quality of the product is really high and I hope the STLD can
assist Clay Paky in spreading the word and putting them back
where they belong in the UK market.” Enrico Caironi of Clay Paky
added: “Constant contact with leading figures in the profession
is fundamental to feel the pulse of the market. The STLD guys
are all very established figures, with great national and international
experience and they have given us some invaluable technical
tips”.

Group photo with the STLD Lighting Directors
and the Clay Paky team
Enrico Caironi describes the Alpha luminaires
to the STLD delegation
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CLAY PAKY sponsors
the AWARDS for “THE KNIGHT OF THE ILLUMINATION”
in association with STLD and ALD

At the recent ABTT “Annual Awards Dinner 2007” in London, Clay Paky
has officially announced the Awards for “The Knight of the Illumination”.
The event, promoted and sponsored by Clay Paky, in association
with STLD and ALD, will provide public recognition for outstanding
achievements in Lighting Design by UK based Lighting Designers, in
a number of professional areas. At the same time, these Awards will
forge closer ties between the world of Lighting Design and the Lighting
Industry as a whole. Clay Paky, who has always been attentive to the
needs of the lighting market and its Designers, has always regarded
the professional figure of the Lighting Designer as a “Knight of the
Illumination”, a slightly romantic and generous figure, always ready to
offer and defend values of integrity and professionalism in the world in
which he, or she, operates. And the “Knights of the Illumination” offer
their values with their lighting SWORD in hand, a simple metaphor of
the “automated light” tool put at their disposal by the Lighting Industry.
The Awards for “The Knight of the Illumination” will be nominated and
judged by a panel of professional reviewers working in the specific
categories, selected and coordinated entirely by STLD and ALD.
These two British associations of Lighting Designers will ensure that
these Awards go to recipients showing professionalism and integrity of
Lighting Design each year. Clay Paky, who conceived and promoted
the event, will have the great honour and pleasure of sponsoring it,
and will be presenting the winners with their prizes, in the following
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professional areas and categories:
ROCK CONCERTS (touring): Arena events, Stage events.
THEATRE: Musicals, Drama, Dance, Opera.
TELEVISION: Light entertainment show, Drama, Special events, Music
programmes.
... and lastly, a very special category which may or may not belong
directly to the world of Lighting Design as such, but one which we
thought right and proper to include.
LIFETIME RECOGNITION
The first edition of the Awards for “The Knight of the Illumination”will
take place in June 2008, generously hosted as a “special section”
at the ABTT Annual Awards Dinner. As of now and by that date,
the judges will be busy with their work of examination, analysis and
assessment, to produce the nominations for the respective Awards.
Further information on the event, on the criteria of evaluation and on the
rules for participation, will soon be available on the Clay Paky website
and by STLD and ALD.

Awards for the
“Knight of Illumination”
in association with
STLD

London
Annual
Awards Dinner
JUNE 2008

Born the 28th August 1976, Clay Paky is a world
level reference brand in the sector of professional
lighting systems. The wide range of Clay Paky
products includes moving body and moving mirror
projectors, colour changers, followspots, projectors
for architectural lighting, automatic projectors.
We are known throughout the world as we have
changed the way of putting on spectacular shows
and continue to be first as regards the imagination
and variety of the effects, the precise focus, purity
of the light beam and movement precision. Over
the course of its history the Company has been
awarded a total of 33 prestige international prizes,
recognitions of the innovation and quality of its
products and manufacturing processes. The basic
philosophy of the company is to always create toplevel products as regards the quality of materials,
design and performance and to support them with
service methods and structures that guarantee
full satisfaction to the customer who has chosen
them. Distribution and assistance are guaranteed
in Italy by specialist retailers and at world level
thanks to a wide network of specialist and highly
skilled distributors who are present in every country
in which there is a significant market or prospects
of future development. The professional sectors
using Clay Paky light effects are: Theatre, Television,
Live Events, Discotheques, Bars, Fashion, Trade
Fair Exhibitions, Theme Parks, Shops, Commercial
Centres, Conference, Industrial Presentations, Car
Showrooms and many other sectors in the show
business and architectural lighting fields. The
company takes part in 25 important international
trade fairs in the sector which include all the major
countries of Europe, Asia, America and Australia
and are part of the principal Associations in its own
manufacturing division.

Clay Paky SPA - via Pastrengo, 3/B - 24068 Seriate (BG) - Italy
Phone +39 035 654311 - Fax +39 035 301876

